[High-dose chemotherapy and residual tumor resection in male germ cell tumors].
As a consequence of the unsatisfactory results of conventional dose salvage regimens, in particular for patients with poor prognostic features at the time of relapse or in patients with refractory disease, high-dose chemotherapy (HDCT) was introduced into clinical practice in the late 1980s. The combination of carboplatin and etoposide (CE) still remains the backbone of most high-dose regimens. Multiple modifications with more dose escalations or addition of further drugs have been explored, most often with increased toxicity. With improved expertise in supportive care and the use of peripheral blood stem cells, hematopoetic recovery has been significantly shortened and the initial high treatment-related mortality reduced from more than 10% to about 3%. Since the incorporation of HDCT, even patients with unfavorable prognostic features or patients with second or subsequent relapses can achieve long-term remission. Following HDCT residual tumor resection plays a major role in achieving these long-term results. The proportion of vital residual tumor after HDCT is much higher than in patients after conventional chemotherapy. The role of HDCT remains controversial particularly as a first-line treatment and less so in the first salvage setting. As these patients are rare HDCT and residual tumor resection should only be be provided by high-volume centers with sufficient expertise in performing these complex procedures.